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Abstract. Marker sequence list technique is to detect the standard marker and
then, set the marker sequence range based on the coordinate of the detected
standard marker to recognize marker sequences. when similar patterns are
assigned as sub-markers, marker sequence ranges could be overlapped and
consequently the marker sequence misdetection rate would be increased.
Therefore, this study suggests a new marker sequence technique which does not
employ the existing marker in order to resolve the overlapping of sequence
ranges.
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Introduction

Augmented reality views the real world and its objects and augments them. At that
time, objects of the real world can be viewed by two different methods and these
methods make the augmented reality into the marker based augmented reality and the
markerless augmented reality.
However, at the process of recognizing of markers, markers with similar patterns
are recognized as the same marker. Thus, only patterns which have less similarities
should be registered and it results in the limitation of the no. of markers to be
generated.
In order to resolve this issue, a marker sequence list technique of which can
augment up to 256 objects by creating marker sequences which are generated by
combining 4 markers with distinctive patterns [1].
However, since the standard marker is required to set the marker sequence range,
the standard marker must be detected in advance. Also, when similar patterns are
assigned as sub-markers, marker sequence ranges could be overlapped and
consequently the marker sequence misdetection rate would be increased.
Therefore, this study suggests a new marker sequence technique which does not
employ the existing marker in order to resolve the overlapping of sequence ranges.
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Method of Advanced Marker Array

The figure 1 reveals the overall flow of the marker sequence process technique
suggested by this paper.

Fig.1. Contents Augmentation using Marker Array
3.1

Image Prepocessing

For the detection of markers, the image binary process is required, and this paper,
entered images are converted into grey images and the converted grey images goes
through the image binary process of which suggested by Wu[2].
3.2

Marker Recognition

For detection of markers, Mantle which is the black border, should be detected.
In order to do so, candidate marker ranges should be detected with CAMShift
(Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift)[3] algorithm which can trace objects at
high speed based on colors.
3.3

Marker Detection

In this paper, MMPM(Moment-Preserving Pattern Matching)[4] using 2 bit
quantization is applied for pattern matching process for detecting markers and
then, as the CC(Correlation Coefficient)[5] match patterns and detect markers.
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3.4

Other Marker Recognition Region Setting

To check the marker sequence ranges of the detected markers, the existence of
other markers should be checked as well. For this, the area of the standard marker
should be measured with the coordinate of marker corner point and set up of the range
for recognizing markers up and down and right and left. At this, the size of the set
range should be about 30% larger than of the standard marker.
3.4

Other Marker Recognition Region Setting

To check the marker sequence ranges of the detected markers, the existence of
other markers should be checked as well. For this, the area of the standard marker
should be measured with the coordinate of marker corner point and set up of the range
for recognizing markers up and down and right and left. At this, the size of the set
range should be about 30% larger than of the standard marker.
3.5

Marker Array ID Verification

In case of a marker sequence suggested by this study, ranges of which other
markers are recognized are varied over makers in the marker sequence range.
Check an order of marker sequences upon the existence of other markers in
the marker sequence area and create marker sequence ID in accordance with the
confirmed order of marker sequences.
3.5

Object Augmentation

To augment objects, coordinates of the real world should be projected onto 2-D
camera image coordinates and in order to realize that, in this paper, the camera
calibration[6]

Fig.1. Contents Augmentation using Marker Array
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Conclusion

In this paper, an enhanced marker sequence detection method is suggested for
resolving issues of the previous marker sequence list technique of which marker
sequence recognition areas are being overlapped.
However, when brightness of entered images gets lowered, the marker
sequence detection rate could be lowered as well. Therefore, a study on binary
techniques robust against changes in brightness would allow to detect a marker
sequence in an environment of which experiences frequent changes in
brightness.
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